


  

     

               

           

         

                 

 

                  

          

             

          

         

          

  

  

     

    





ANNEX A TO SEA REVIEW UPDATE OF MAY2001 FINDINGS OF FOLLOW-ON REVIEW TO THE 

REVIEW OF SERVICE ANOMALIES IN RESPECT OF SOUTH-EAST ASIAN SERVICE 1955-75 

The following is the basis on which the Minister Assisting the Minister for Defence approved an extension of the award of the 
ASM 1945-75/ASM with Clasp 'SE Asia' for service in Singapore until 31 April 1975 and Malaysia until 31 December 1989. 

Background 

In 1955 Commonwealth forces were stationed in Malaya as part of the British Commonwealth Far East Strategic Reserve 
(FESR) to deter communist Chinese aggression and fight the continued armed Malaysian communist terrorism. At the time, 
Australia considered South-East Asia the area of greatest strategic importance to its own defence, let alone the defence of 
South-East Asia. The strategic thinking behind the FESR was that a military response to a crisis on the Malay Peninsula 
would be swifter if air power was already in position. 

In April 1971 a 'Five Power' ministerial meeting attended by representatives of Australia, Malaysia, Singapore, New 
Zealand and the United Kingdom selected 1 November 71 as the date on which new defence arrangements would come 
into effect. Accordingly, FESR would cease on 30 October 1971. Australia's Chiefs of Staff had previously agreed that a 
continuing strong presence in the region was highly desirable, and the most effective and convenient form of that 

presence would be the two RAAF fighter squadrons already at Butterworth. 

Given the timetable for the British withdrawal, the nucleus of a new air defence system had to be in place by mid-1971. 
The two RAAF fighter squadrons at Butterworth assumed the leading role in the new integrated air defence system giving 
Malaysia and Singapore an opportunity to build up their own defence forces. In 1974 Long-Range Maritime Patrol Aircraft 
commenced a program of continuous rotational deployment through Butterworth for regional surveillance. The surveillance 
of the region provided a valuable contribution to the stability of the Malaysian borders. 

The Australian, New Zealand and United Kingdom (ANZUK) Force was created on 1 November 1971 with troops from 
Australia, the UK and NZ stationed as a deterrent to armed attack, or the threat of such attack. The ANZUK Force was 
created from its existing resources and was not an integral part of the Five Power Arrangements. The ANZUK Force was 
disbanded on 1 January 75 with the last elements of Australian military personnel withdrawn in April 75. 

The Rifle Company Butterworth was established in 1970 as a quick-reaction force to provide protection for Australian assets 
within the perimeter of the Royal Malaysian Air Force Base Butterworth, due to the continued threat of armed Communist 

 
terrorism within its borders. It was initially provided from the ANZUK Australian Force and was formally under operational 
command of the Commander ANZUK Forces. Besides securing protection for the two jet squadrons within the perimeter of the 
Air Base, the role of the RCB was to provide a quick-reaction force to meet the communist terrorist threat, and be responsible 
for internal security within Air Base Butterworth. The RCB was not to be involved in local civil disturbances or to be 
employed in operations outside the gazetted area of the Air Base. Rules of Engagement (ROE) for the RCB were specific on 
'Orders to Open Fire' if threatened and security was breached, but were applied within Air Base Butterworth only, regardless of 
curfew, periods of increased security, air defence exercises or time of day or night. Although it may have involved patrolling, 
its ROE was defensive only, not unlike those during UN peacekeeping operations. 

There are recorded incidents of ambushes on Malaysian troops, bombings and daily skirmishes with local military and 
police forces by the terrorists. Accordingly, due to these terrorist activities, the northern regions of the Malay Peninsula 
were 'no go' areas for Australian Defence Force personnel. 

In February 1988, the then Minister for Defence announced a reduction of the RAAF presence at Butterworth in consultation 
with the Malaysian and Singaporean governments. In December 1989, Chin Peng, the leader of the Malaysian Communist 
Party signed a peace accord with the Malaysian Government. These events resulted in the RAAF presence being dramatically 
reduced and the quick reaction role of the RCB abolished. Since 1989, Butterworth has provided a good overseas training 
ground for Army personnel, albeit still under the name of RCB. Although there is still a Five Power Agreement, this is now 
primarily a Defence cooperation agreement rather than a regional security treaty, ie. the RAAF and the RCB devote more time 
to training activities with the Malaysian and Singaporean Armies. 

Findings 

In view of the conditions that existed in Singapore and Malaysia after the Indonesian Confrontation on 11 August 1966, 
and until the end of FESR on 30 October 1971, duties in Butterworth are equally deserving of an award due to the 
terrorist threat which existed and the purpose of regional security under the ANZUK and FPDA. 
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Defence Honours and Awards Appeals Tribunal 

Floor 1, 5 Tennant Street 

Fyshwick  

Locked Bag 7765 

Canberra BC ACT 2610 

 

Re  Medallic Recognition Hearing into Rifle Company Butterworth 

 

Dear Sir’s, 

This submission is additional to my previous documents numbered 018, and 018 A, 018 B, 018C 

and becomes 018 D. 

 

I would like to briefly comment on the “RIFLE COMPANY BUTTERWORTH VETERANS GROUP 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION” submission lodged mid-April 2023, concerning the analysis 

of the Intelligence documents discussing the two types of attack, one, the threat of an External 

attack, and two, the definite risk of attack by subversive groups or individual CT’s acting alone. 

I agree that it does not seem correct to just take the stance of the External threat scenario and 

apply the “UNLIKELY” banner across both scenarios. 

The following document, I think also gives weight to the above mentioned, and is the basis 

on which Ministers made decisions regarding Medallic recognition in 2001, see :- 

ANNEX A TO SEA REVIEW UPDATE OF MAY2001 FINDINGS OF FOLLOW-ON REVIEW TO THE 

REVIEW OF SERVICE ANOMALIES IN RESPECT OF SOUTH-EAST ASIAN SERVICE 1955-75.           

( I provide a copy for you as an attached file named “Annex A to review update 2001 with 

this submission) 

I also attach a minute from Adml Barrie to Min assisting the Min of Defence 2001 

( I provide a copy for you as an attached file named “Bilson Pat Clark No Go Zone with this 

submission) 

 

I repeat some sections of this Annex for your consideration :- 

In 1955 Commonwealth forces were stationed in Malaya as part of the British Commonwealth Far East 
Strategic Reserve (FESR) to deter communist Chinese aggression and fight the continued armed 
Malaysian communist terrorism. At the time, Australia considered South-East Asia the area of greatest 
strategic importance to its own defence, let alone the defence of South-East Asia. The strategic thinking 
behind the FESR was that a military response to a crisis on the Malay Peninsula would be swifter if air 
power was already in position. 

The FESR ceased operations in Oct 1971, and my service is in Malaysia and Singapore Jan 70 to 
May 71. 
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The Australian, New Zealand and United Kingdom (ANZUK) Force was created on 1 November 
1971 with troops from Australia, the UK and NZ stationed as a deterrent to armed attack, or the 
threat of such attack. 

The Rifle Company Butterworth was established in 1970 as a quick-reaction force to provide protection for 
Australian assets within the perimeter of the Royal Malaysian Air Force Base Butterworth, due to the 
continued threat of armed Communist terrorism within its borders 

 

 

 

 

 

The Annex A document, states that the finding for the second review is :- 

In view of the conditions that existed in Singapore and Malaysia after the Indonesian Confrontation on 

11 August 1966, and until the end of FESR on 30 October 1971, duties in Butterworth are equally 

deserving of an award due to the terrorist threat which existed and the purpose of regional security 

under the ANZUK and FPDA.  

 

 

 

The finding of this second review, clearly show that the DOD recognised the terrorist CT threat 

to the ADF, and therefore the consequence of that recognises the CT’S  intent, capabilities and 

the flow on for casualties. 

 

I have repeatedly stated in all my submissions since 1999, that at the Butterworth Auditorium, 

we were told that we were going to a region near the Thai border that had recent CT activity 

and there was a possibility that we could encounter them. If that happened then we would be 

resupplied within 20 minutes. The reason we were going there was to “Be Seen to be Present 

as a Deterrent to the CT’s” 

This briefing at the auditorium is completely consistent with the clips above from Annex A. 

 

For your added information, I also attach as a file called “My submission to Maj Gen Mohr 1999” 

lodged 24 years ago. On re reading those submissions, my story has not changed. At that time 

I had no evidence, and the RCB groups struggle had not commenced. The evidence now 

available, proves my story, and proves that the DOD have used a method obfuscation towards 

me for 24 years. 

24 years of rejection, has a very negative impact on veterans health, and I hope that at last, the 

obfuscation, lies, and deceit, by DOD & DVA will be cease, due to your review. 

  

Threat of armed communist terrorism within its borders, aligns with point two above :- Definite 

risk of attack by subversive groups or individual CT’s acting alone.This highlighted statement 

directly infers that the DOD accepted that the CT’s had intent as an enemy towards the ADF 

personnel. 

Again, the comment “Due to the terrorist threat which existed and the purpose 

of reginal security” implies that the DOD accepted that the CT’s had intent as 

an enemy towards the ADF. 
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Of particular importance is the sentence in Annex A that says :- 

There are recorded incidents of ambushes on Malaysian troops, bombings and daily skirmishes with 
local military and police forces by the terrorists. Accordingly, due to these terrorist activities, the 
northern regions of the Malay Peninsula were 'no go' areas for Australian Defence Force personnel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On one of my trips to the Thai border area, we carried out two, two week, back to back patrols, 

giving a total of 4 weeks continuous service in what has since been recognised by the DOD, as a 

“No Go Zone” for ADF personnel. 

 

 

 

Sirs, Due to the amount of evidence submitted in hundreds of submissions, the three days of 

public hearings by your Tribunal, the hundreds of secret and top secret documents supplied, 

and the verbal sworn evidence given by creditable witnesses at the hearings, we are all very 

much more enlightened as to the realities on the ground at the time of our service, yet we seem 

to be at a critical point in your decision making whereby legal argument may take precedence 

over evidence, the reality and the application of common sense to all of it. 

I note that at the top of the RCB Groups latest supplementary document, they say :- 

 

Soldiers deployed overseas with Rifle Company Butterworth, 
Malaysia, were under no disillusion that they may be subjected 
to hostile elements, threats, expect casualties and to engage, if 
necessary, with those elements that intend on causing harm to 
personnel and damage to property. 

I also note that they attach a copy of the SITREP form that was used at the time :- 

OPERATIONAL ORDER 1-71 

A Situation Report (SITREP) template (left) is included in the annexes and forms part of the Operational Order. 

The Sitrep template on the left sets out the reporting requirements in instances where an incident arises 

The report must identify any 

(b) casualties 

(f) ammunition state 

(h) any enemy sightings 

The DOD themselves say in their own 

produced document Annex A, that the 

northern regions were “NO GO 

ZONES”, why has it taken over 20 

years of obfuscation towards me, by 

denying there was ever a problem. 

They still say that “I am appropriately 

classified a normal Peacetime 

Service” 
















